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Abstract
This paper describes an innovative alternative to manual procedures for the application of carbon fiber
and resin injection in concrete surfaces in tunnels. It is based on a specially designed light-weight integrated
tool for automatic application of Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) and epoxy resin injection. Vision and laser
telemeter sensing are integrated into the tool to assure precise inspection and maintenance operations. An
interconnection flange allows simple and robust attachment to a robotic manipulator's tip. The robot-tool set
is mounted on an articulated lift platform. Therefore, an operator can direct the platform and the robottool's operations in a control station placed at ground-level, in a wheeled vehicle on which the articulated lift
platform is mounted. An intuitive Human-Machine Interface (HMI) has been developed to allow the
operator to identify fissures for the injection of epoxy resin, and to choose where to place the FRP strips.
Actual procedures are completely automatic.
Keywords: Robotic automation, Robotic tool design, Tunnel maintenance, Concrete inspection, HMI
1 Introduction
Tunnels nowadays are designed and built to last hundreds of years. However, change in use, new load
criterions, and impact and damage caused by natural and human factors can reduce service life to less than a
tenth of its original estimate.
Inspection and maintenance operations in tunnels depend heavily upon time and space constraints, the
tunnel’s intrinsic conditions (reduced space, possible existence of service pipes), traffic flow, and, in railway
tunnels, the presence of aerial electric cable. Working conditions in these subterranean infra- structures can
be slow and tedious due to dust, humidity, complete absence of natural light, and uncomfortable working
conditions. Efficiency and stigma of any operator gradually reduce throughout the day, incrementing the risk
index. Any attempt to automate operations performed in subterranean infrastructures will drastically
improve short and long-term security, and increase productivity [1].
A great range of factors can cause need for maintenance or reparation operations. Two of the most
important of these factors will be treated:
• Fissure formation due to deformation caused by excessive load. Although current legislations tolerate
the existence of small fissures, their real dimensions should never exceed a small, reduced range.
Reinforced concrete’s interior metal infrastructure should never be exposed to ambient atmosphere.
• Loss of quality of the infrastructure’s surface due to lack of coating, needed to guarantee correct
metal-conglomerate adhesion. Most pathological phenomena (carbonation, chlorine...) pass
undetected until external signs appear on the iron structure: rust, section and adhesion reduction...
2 Maintenance Operations
Presently, all inspection and maintenance operations in tunnels are performed manually (Figure 1).
Frequently, traffic flow must be cut, and scaffolds mounted, implying the subsequent loss of global
productivity. Maintenance operations involve the following set of tasks: superficial preparation, fissure
injection, and FRP composite adhesion.
2.1 Superficial Preparation
This includes all of the processes needed to eliminate concrete in bad state. Loss of mechanical capacity
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or of stability within the rest of the structure can be a possible reason for this need. The surface must be
prepared before concrete reparation and/or restoration. Common methods include compressed air blowing,
sand abrasion, and hydro-demolition (preparation with high-pressured water).

Figure 1. Conventional Manual Procedures
2.2 Fissure Injection
Development of advanced materials such as low-viscosity epoxy resins allows pressure injection of these
materials through fissures as small as 0.2 mm thick. They are usually thixotropic, solvent-free, and bicomponent. Components are included in different compartments of a same cartridge, and combined
through a static mixer at application time. The main objective of these injections is to re-establish continuity
in the concrete section. Injections can be used to fill in internal or hard-to-access zones (such as internal
nests). This technique has been used and tested on tunnels, bridges, and several nuclear centrals over the past
few years.
2.3 FRP Composite Adhesion
Since its first applications in Europe and Japan in the 1980s, superficial reparation and restoration with
Fibre Reinforced Polymer (FRP) has progressively increased. Quick and easy installation and high versatility
make FRP reparations attractive to owners, engineers and promoters. Carbon or aramid fibres allow high
mechanic, thermal, electric and chemical resistance, high modulus of elasticity, and low density [2]. Forms of
interest include flexible strips that can be adhered to concrete surfaces using application-specific epoxy resins.
The following considerations should be taken into account when applying FRP to external surfaces:
• Dimension and orientation of each strip.
• Number of strips and sequence of installation.
• Time limits between successive strips.
• Surface temperature and moisture limitations.
• General notes listing design loads and allowable strains in the FRP laminates.
The main strength component of a non-slender, normal-weight concrete member confined with an FRP
jacket may be calculated using the FRP confined concrete strength equation (1) or (2).
(1)
(2)
Confining a concrete surface is accomplished by orienting the fibres transverse to the weakest axis of the
member, resulting in an increase in the apparent strength of concrete and in the maximum usable
compressive strain [3]. In this orientation, fibres work similarly to conventional spiral or tie reinforcing steel.
However, any contribution of the longitudinally aligned fibres to the axial compression strength of a
concrete member should be neglected, as fibres are usually displaced in a unidirectional fashion, following
the direction of the strip or roll. FRP jackets provide passive confinement, remaining unstressed until
dilation and cracking of the member occurs [4]. For this reason, intimate contact between FRP and concrete
surface is critical.
FRP adhesion is also used in automotive, marine, and aerospace industries.
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Integrated Process
P
Autom
mation
The Robo
ot Aided Tunn
nel Inspection and Maintenaance (RATIM
M) System is th
he result of thee first attempt
ever to autom
mate superficiaal preparation,, fissure injecttion, and FRP composite addhesion proceddures. An
integrated sysstem was mouunted with a sp
pecially design
ned tool, a rob
bot arm, and a wheeled vehiicle with a
platform lift (as
( seen in Figgure 2). This configuration has
h also been applied with Kuka
K
robots in Korea [5],
but never beffore for concreete reparation
n process automation.

Figurre 2. Basic Hardware Archittecture
n is performedd through a usser-friendly guuided HMI, wh
here camera im
mage stream is
i displayed
Inspection
and operation
n procedures are
a solicited. V
Visual servoingg based on the depth measuure captured by
b the tool’s
laser telemeteer, and operatiion-oriented aactuators are coordinated
c
th
hrough task-sp
pecific controll software [6].
For precisse operation, the
t robot arm chosen for th
he application was the Mitsuubishi PA-10, a 7 DOF
manipulator with
w a 10 kg lo
oad capacity and a 1 meter maximum
m
exttension range. The global in
ncrement of
this range is achieved
a
by mounting
m
the R
Robot-Tool a 5 meter extensible articulateed lift platform
m. The HMI is
i
installed in th
he wheeled veh
hicle’s cabinett to which the articulated lifft platform is attached.
a
Pow
wer for the
system can bee supplied from
m an on-boarrd generator, the
t wheeled veehicle’s motorr, or the tunneel’s basic
provided servvices.
When the surface to treeat is inside thee reach volum
me, user extendds the vehicle’’s stabilizers, directs
d
the
ws the HMI’s on-screen insstructions.
platform towaards the concrrete surface, aand then follow
Specially Designned Tool
A light-weeight sensed in
ntegrated tool was designedd and manufacctured for the automation of
o the describeed
processes. Maaterial provideer’s workshops and real con
nstruction sites were visited to analyze maanual
procedures ‘in
n situ’. Concluusions were th
hat radical andd innovative ap
pproaches wo
ould have to bee taken to leadd
this system to
o complete auttomation.
• Minimum changes should be neeeded to be effectuated
e
on
n the tool to change betw
ween superficiial
preparaation and resin
n injection pro
ocess, and sup
perficial prepaaration and FR
RP adhesion process.
p
• A threee-in-one, one--pass FRP adh
hesion processs (resin, FRP, resin) is desirrable.
• Maintaaining the weiight of the too
ol low througghout the desiign process would
w
allow it to be attacheed
and useed within a wiide range of commercial an
nd non-commeercial robots.
• The ro
obot-tool interrconnection flange must allo
ow simple mo
ounting and un
n-mounting.
• Vision,, laser distancee, and securityy systems shou
uld be intrinsiic to the tool.
Objectivess were achieveed, allowing th
he tool to ben
nefit from the advantages off repeatability,, reliability, an
nd
precision provvided by any robot.
r
Concep
ptual design caan be seen in Figure 3.
The final designed
d
tool is composed by two compllementary systtems: a materiial application
n system
(mechanical subsystems
s
an
nd actuators), aand a vision an
nd security system (camera,, laser distancee sensor, and
security micro
o-switches).
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Figuree 3. Tool’s Bassic Conceptuall Design
wing was the o
option chosen
n for superficiaal preparation
n. Sand abrasio
on or hydroComprressed air blow
demolition
n would have made sand orr water availab
ble too, thus reeducing system
m flexibility. The
T availabilityy of
compresseed air is achievved with an on
n-board comp
pressor mountted on the wh
heeled vehicle, though mostt
tunnels alsso provide thiis service. Air flow is digitally controlled by
b system-mo
ounted mini-ellectrovalves.
Availabilitty of compressed air also ledd us to one off the system’s fundamental breakthrough
hs: Resin cartrridges’
push is trigggered by can
nalization of co
ompressed airr towards its piston
p
(Figure 4), therefore obviating
o
the need
of a motorr, gear reductiions, and addiitional mechan
nical componeents. This freees the tool from extra weigh
ht,
size, and cost.
c

Figuree 4. Resin Acttivation Mechaanism
A soph
histicated gearr-and-roller-co
onjunction sysstem was desiggned for the dispensation
d
of FRP strips.
Commerciial FRP is disttributed in thee form of a lon
ng roll. In ordder to cut the roll
r into stripss of the desired
length, thee gear-and-rolller system is ccombined with
h a cutting meechanism that is activated by relative
movements between the tool’s intern
nal mobile parts and the tun
nnel’s surface. Linear actuato
ors (pneumatiic
mate the cuttin
ng process witthout having to
t depend on the robot or
cylinders) were incorporated to autom
manipulator’s strength against
a
this suurface. This is beneficial for the weaker raange of manip
pulators. A lineear
dispenser, similar to thee one used forr air in the sup
perficial preparration processs, was designeed to spread reesin
Pre-impregnatted FRP rolls were
w discardeed due to possible undesiredd
over the tuunnel’s weakeened surface. P
FRP-tool interaction
i
duue to adhesive properties. In
n the designedd system, rolleers, gears, and resin dispensaation
work simuultaneously as the tool advaances to obtain
n a compact reesin-FRP-resin
n sandwich mounted
m
on the
tunnel’s suurface (Figure 5).
An Axis IP surveillance camera an
nd an ultra-ligght precision Laser
L
Telemeteer sensor are the
t two main
nts of the visio
on system. Sen
nsor ray and the
t camera’ ceentral pixel point are orienteed parallel to the
t
componen
axis of thee resin cartridgge. Stereo visio
on was discardded due to its ineffectiveneess on homogeeneous pattern
ns,
such as tun
nnel concrete surfaces. Thee IP Surveillan
nce Camera ob
btains images with a stream
ming resolution
n up
to 1280x1024 pixels andd 30 frames peer second, suffficient for havving real-timee visual inform
mation in a con
ntrol
a
by co
ontact with thee tool’s mobille parts assuree mechanical safety.
cabin. Miccro-switches activated
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Figgure 5. FRP Application
A
Scheme
HMI and Conttrol Software
Both HMII and control software weree coded entireely in C++, a powerful
p
multti-platform ob
bject-oriented
programmingg language. Th
he user-friendlly HMI guidess the system operator
o
intuitiively through the inspection
n
and identificaation tasks (Figgure 6), for suuperficial preparation and ep
poxy resin injeection, or superficial
preparation an
nd FRP adhession.

Figure 6. Intuitive HM
MI w/Distancee Indicator
A virtual traffic
t
light waarns user if he or she is puttting any part of
o the system’ss integrity in risk.
r
(Figure 6,,
circled red). Both
B
procedurres converge in
nto the final step:
s
pressing a simple ‘perfform automatiic operation’
screen button
n. Previsualization of the deesired process is also includeed in the softw
ware pack (Figgure 7).

Figure 6. Intuitive Guuided HMI Screenshots
Internally,, software paraameters are seet in headers, and
a additionall calibration in
nformation is calculated at
run-time. Reuusable spline and
a geometrical calculation libraries, deveeloped specificcally for this in
nnovative
robotic appliccation, are inteegrated into th
he software. Barrel-type
B
imaage distortion is corrected using
u
the
4
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n HMI and con
ntrol
previouslyy calculated inttrinsic parameeters of the caamera. Commuunication scheemes between
software are
a implementted over TCP//IP, the Intern
net Protocol. This
T means th
he operator co
ould, technicallly,
run the HM
MI software to
t identify fisssures and weakkened surfaces from any plaace in the worrld.
Laboratory and Field Tests
The RA
ATIM was first tested indoo
ors, using models manufacttured by FRP and epoxy ressin providers
(Figure 8).. Models weree disposed in h
horizontal, verrtical, and inteermediate positions to assurre material
consistenccy (resin dripp
ping would havve been undessirable), robott configuration
n singularity avvoidance [7], as
well as corrrect robot-tool interaction (collision avo
oidance) [8].

Figure 7. Laboratory
L
Teests at UC3M
M
After having
h
succeedded in provingg effectiveness in laboratoryy tests, the complete integraated system was
w
tested outddoors. Demon
nstrations werre performed in real, non-co
ontrolled enviironments in tunnels
t
in
Bembibre,, León (Figuree 8).

F
Figure 8. RAT
TIM System Tested Outddoors
There too, tests provvided satisfacttory results. Test
T samples were
w extracted from the tunn
nel’s treated
S
and streength parametters, contrastin
ng equation (11) results, weree analysed andd validated at Sika
S
surfaces. Stress
S.A.U.’s laaboratories.
Conclusio
ons
The Ro
obot-Aided Tuunnel Inspecttion and Maintenance System is definitiveely the first syystem of its kin
nd, a
precedent for any robottic tunnel insp
pection and maintenance
m
syystem of the fuuture. It has been developedd for
n, maintenancee, and reparatiion of small fiissures and weeakened surfacces. This fulfills the philosop
phy
inspection
of true preeventive main
ntenance. Repaaration of smaall fissures befforehand will prevent
p
the evvolution of these
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small fissures into great, steep cracks. Just as well, reinforcement of weakened structures will prevent
solicitations that can provoke the deterioration of the rest of the tunnel’s infrastructure. Main characteristics
of the RATIM system include reduction of operation times, a quick system and HMI learning curve, and a
global increase of commodity and productivity for operator and society. Operation can be achieved, risk free,
without need of stopping traffic flow or mounting colossal scaffolds.
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